More's Family:

Margaret More Roper

Editions


Margaret Roper’s Translation of Erasmus is also available online through the Women Writers Project at Northeastern University, www.wwp.northeastern.edu [Subscription].

Selections


Margaret Roper's Poetry

Stapleton mentions that Margaret Roper wrote in both "prose and verse" ("soluta et pedestri oratione"), but does not quote any of her verse, see Tres Thomae 237; Hallett 112 [103].

D18. H., S. "Thomas More and John Fisher." Notes and Queries 1st series, 4 (1851): 417. [Sullivan 2:63–64; Malcolm Sinclair, Amici Thomae Mori Gazette 32 (Autumn):26 (quote the entire note?). This is the same poem that Henri Meulon later identified (on the basis of handwriting) as being Margaret Roper’s.]


Biographies of Margaret Roper

See also "Margaret Roper” in Stapleton (1588) (Trans. Hallett, 1928: 112–119).


D35.    Tabor, Margaret E. *Four Margarets: the Lady Margaret, Margaret Roper, Margaret Fell, Margaret Godolphin.* London, New York: Sheldon Press, 1929. [Worldcat OCLC 5112766.]


*For Plays about Margaret Roper, see Other Plays about Thomas More.*

**Studies**

*For Bibliographies of Margaret Roper, see McCutcheon (1987:477–80) and Beilin (2009:xxxiv–xxxvi).*


**Review(s):**


Review(s):


See also *Prison Letters, Feminism and Education Other Plays about More, and Anne Manning: The Household of Sir Thomas More*